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Developing Effective Study Skills:
Busting Myths and Sharing Best Practices



Both knowing and doing must be in sync to be successful! 

Stop and make a promise to yourself: “I will put into practice at least one of the 
study practices I learn about in this workshop!”

It might be painful at first, but it will pay off in the end. Remember: No pain, no gain!



4 Common Misconceptions that Undermine Learning
1. Learning is fast

Dr. Sam Chew’s How to Study video series
at http://www.samford.edu/how-to-study/



Noushad and Khurshid 2019

Q. What does it take to really learn something? 

Atkinson & Shiffrin Information Processing Model 

Get Information In Keep Information In

Schmidt, 2019a,b; Schmidt, 2020

Plug the Leaks! Increasing attention and 
focus; eliminate distractions, increase 
engagement, make learning active, develop 
traits of importance to academic success 

Plug the Leaks! Implementing effective 
evidenced based learning practices and develop 
traits of importance to academic success 

Traits of importance to academic success (Tough 2012): grit, curiosity, character, 

conscientiousness, self control, resilience, perseverance, self-confidence, and optimism



Deep, Durable Learning Takes LOTS of Time and is Hard Work –
Hard Work that no one else can do, but YOU!

YOUR CHOICE



Implementation intention is a 
plan made beforehand about 
what we are going to do, when
we are going to do it, and where
we are going to do it.

Good intentions, but no specific 
plan of what needs to be done

To Do List is what needs to be 
done, but does not include 
when it will get done

Goal: Put more time, effort, and intentionality into studying

I should put more time 
and effort into studying 
for chemistry.

I put studying for my 
weekly chemistry quiz 
on my “To Do List.”

I will study for my weekly 
Friday chemistry quizzes on 
Mondays and Wednesdays from 
3 to 5pm in the basement of 
the Illini Union.



Where are your study places?

5. Caffe Bene – Gregory & Nevada Street 4. Huff Hall

3. Main Library

Top 5 Places Around Campus



Where are your study places?
2. ACES Library

1. Illini Union



4 Common Misconceptions that Undermine Learning
1. Learning is fast
2. Knowledge is composed of isolated facts

Dr. Sam Chew’s How to Study video series
at http://www.samford.edu/how-to-study/



Expert: C and D Novice: A and B

Knowledge is Interconnected and Structured

Work on building rich, meaningful, connected, 
and flexible ways of knowledge organization

How?

Start with Bloom’s Taxonomy: A Secret Decoding Device



Low

High

Recognize and recall 
previously memorized 

information 

Demonstrate a 
comprehension of 

the facts 

Cognitive Level

Judge the validity of ideas 
or quality of work based on 

a set of criteria Break objects or ideas into 
component parts, determining 

how parts relate to one 
another and to the overall 

structure 
Use information to solve 
problems; transferring 
theoretical concepts to 

practical situations 

Combine information to 
produce a unique idea, 

solution, or product 

Bloom’s Taxonomy



Bloom’s Taxonomy Quiz

1. What is the definition of socialization?
2. Carry out an authentic research project. 
3. What will happen if the steps in the mixing process 

are changed? 
4. Calculate the number of calories in a taco. 
5. Summarize the steps in the scientific method. 

6. Is chicken from free range farming superior to the 
other farming techniques? Explain. 

Remember     Understand     Apply     Analyze     Evaluate     Create

Remember (L)
Create (H)

Analyze (M)
Apply (M)

Understand (L)

Evaluate (H)



Level of Bloom’s Taxonomy  Explanation of Level Example Verbs Used for 
Learning Objectives 

Learning Activities 
(What students can do!) 

Remembering 
 
 

Recognize and recall previously 
memorized information, such 
as facts, terminology, problem-
solving strategies, rules 

Arrange, define, identify, label, 
list, match, name, recall, recite 

Quiz self on vocabulary words 
using flash cards 
Practice labeling a diagram or 
picture 

Understanding Demonstrate a comprehension 
of the facts, such as explaining 
a concept in your own words 

Classify, compare, contrast, 
differentiate, discuss, 
distinguish, describe, explain, 
rewrite 

Explain a concept in your own 
words  
Discuss course content with 
peers 

Applying Use information to solve 
problems; transferring 
theoretical concepts to 
practical situations 

Apply, calculate, demonstrate, 
examine, illustrate, solve, use 

As you review a process ask 
what would happen if you 
changed a step or level in the 
process 

Analyzing Break objects or ideas into 
component parts, determining 
how parts relate to one 
another and to the overall 
structure 

Analyze, breakdown, 
deconstruct, examine, infer, 
model, question, select 

Analyze and interpret data 
Compare and contrast two 
ideas or solutions 

Evaluating Judge the validity of ideas or 
quality of work based on a set 
of criteria 
 

Appraise, argue, assess, 
critique, evaluate, grade, 
judge, recommend 
 

Develop or use a rubric to 
provide a written peer 
assessment of strengthens and 
weaknesses of another 
student’s work 

Creating Combine information to create 
a unique idea, solution, or 
product 

Assemble, create, combine, 
compose, construct, 
hypothesize, reorganize, 
synthesize 

Generate a hypothesis or 
design an experiment based on 
the topic area you are studying 

 

Connecting Bloom’s Taxonomy to Learning Activities



4 Common Misconceptions that Undermine Learning
1. Learning is fast
2. Knowledge is composed of isolated facts
3. Being good at a subject is a matter of inborn 

talent rather than hard work

Dr. Sam Chew’s How to Study video series
at http://www.samford.edu/how-to-study/



Mindset (2007) book by Carol DwekGrowth vs. Fixed Mindset
Growth Mindset: Believing your talents can 
be developed through hard work, good 
strategies, and input from others.

Fixed Mindset: Believing your talents 
are innate, fixed gifts that cannot be 
developed.

Individuals with a growth mindset tend to achieve more than those with a more fixed mindset, 
partly because they worry less about looking smart and they put more energy into learning.



4 Common Misconceptions that Undermine Learning
1. Learning is fast
2. Knowledge is composed of isolated facts
3. Being good at a subject is a matter of inborn 

talent rather than hard work
4. I’m really good at multi-tasking, especially during 

class or when I am studying

Dr. Sam Chew’s How to Study video series
at http://www.samford.edu/how-to-study/



The Bottomline: Evidence from psychology, cognitive science, and neuroscience 
suggests that when students multitask while doing schoolwork (Paul, 2013):

Replace Distracted Learning with The Study Cycle and Focused Study Sessions!

• Learning is far spottier and shallower than if the work had your full attention
• Remembering and understanding is substantially decreased
• Concentrating and applying your learning to new contexts is more difficult
• Studying is not only less effective, it is also less efficient 



1. Get prepared

A comprehensive 5-step framework to help 
guide and develop your study practices

From: LSU Student Success Center

2. Be present



Be Present. Maximize your learning DURING lecture. It’s Prime 
Encoding and Note Making Time!



1. Get prepared

2. Be present

4. Do Focused
Study Sessions

3. Post-Lecture
Review

A comprehensive framework to help 
guide and develop your study practices

From: LSU Student Success Center

Engage actively 
with the notes 

you took in class



Make studying ACTIVE & 
at the REQUIRED LEVEL of 
Bloom’s Taxonomy!

Set your GOALS for the 
study session

Spaced out study sessions that allow you to learn the 
material step-by-step over time, rather than all at once 
during cramming sessions right before the exam. 

From: LSU Center for Academic Success



These activities generate a feeling of familiarity, but familiarity ≠ mastery; students must 
be fully engaged in building course content in their OWN brain to achieve mastery!

• Re-reading the material
• Underlining and highlighting
• Massed practice (i.e., cramming)

• Blocked practice (studying one topic at a time)
• Looking over problems that have already been worked out

Q. What are some of the most commonly used learning practices?

However, they are 
the least productive! 



1. Read the Text Book and Course Materials Actively

These learning strategies work, but they are a good deal of work. 
And, truthfully, that’s why they work!

Making Studying ACTIVE: Employing Evidence Based Learning Strategies

Preview + Generate Questions + Paraphrase + Annotate + Do Example Problems 





1. Read the Text Book and Course Materials Actively

These learning strategies work, but they are a good deal of work. 
And, truthfully, that’s why they work!

Preview   +    Generate Questions   +   Paraphrase   +   Annotate    +    Do Example Problems 

2. Get Questions Answered and Cleared Up Confusion 

Making Studying ACTIVE: Employing Evidence Based Learning Strategies

Seek Help!



3. Do Homework Like an Exam

4. Teach the Material to a Real or 
Imaginary Audience 

Making Studying ACTIVE: Employing Evidence Based Learning Strategies

5. Reflect On Your Learning



Make studying ACTIVE & 
at the REQUIRED LEVEL of 
Bloom’s Taxonomy!

Set your GOALS for the 
study session

REST following learning is 
crucial for restoring energy & 
motivation and for allowing 
information to “sink in.”
SUMMARIZE & CHECK what 
you have learned

Spaced out study sessions that allow you to learn the 
material step-by-step over time, rather than all at once 
during cramming sessions right before the exam. 

From: LSU Student Success Center



1. Get prepared

2. Be present

4. Do Focused
Study Sessions

5. Test yourself,
before the test

3. Post-Lecture
Review

A comprehensive framework to help 
guide and develop your study practices

From: LSU Student Success Center



Q1. Which step(s) of the Study Cycle is or would be most challenging for 
you to put into practice? Why?

1

2

34

5

Q2. What are ways you can motivate yourself to put the Study Cycle into 
practice?



4 Common Misconceptions that Undermine Learning

1. Learning is fast
2. Knowledge is composed of isolated facts
3. Being good at a subject is a matter of inborn 

talent rather than hard work
4. I’m really good at multi-tasking, especially during 

class or when I am studying

Dr. Sam Chew’s How to Study video series
at http://www.samford.edu/how-to-study/

Q. Which of these misconceptions most undermines your learning?



Q. What’s your One Thing?
1. Put in more time, effort, and 
intentionality into your studying

2. Use Bloom's Taxonomy to choose 
appropriate learning activities and decode 
assignments and exam questions

4. Stop distracted learning and Start using The 
Study Cycle and make studying active

3. Develop a Growth Mindset



Your participation and feedback are important!

2. Use the QR Code below to take a short survey!

1. Opportunity to participate in a research project about 
how to best help students learn with the Seibel Design 
Center – Dr. Saad Shehab



Resources

Students have access to a free, electronic copy of this 
text from the University Library. Please note that you must 
be on-campus or using VPN in order to access this text.

https://go.illinois.edu/CITL-StudentResources

Illinois Student Learning Resources Website: 

Free, self-paced Learning How to Learn Coursera Course by Barbara Oakley 

https://www.coursera.org/learn/learning-how-to-learn
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